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Abstract. We present the structure of the basic school curriculum in Brazil, that for a few
years has included astronomy, and comment on the strategies that universities are adopting for
preparing the teachers for the new curriculum.
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1. Introduction
Astronomy has been neglected for decades in the basic school curriculum in Brazil,

generally being taught only in the 5th grade by untrained Geography teachers. The
problem of astronomy teaching is part of the larger problem of sciences teaching that,
on the other hand, is part of the general problem of education in Brazil. According to a
study published by the Brazilian Academy of Sciences (ABC 2007) the knowledge level
of Brazilian students of fundamental and middle level is extremely low, compromising
the development of the country. Aware of the urgent need of improvement in the basic
educational system, in the second half of the 1990s, the Brazilian government started
an educational reform, with the promulgation of the third Law of Directives and Bases
of National Education (LDB, Brasil MEC 1996)) and the elaboration of the National
Curriculum Parameters for Fundamental School (Brasil MEC 1998) and for Secondary
School (Brasil MEC 1999), containing guidelines for schools and teachers to implement
the educational reform. These documents reserve to astronomy an important place among
the curricular contents recommended for fundamental and for secondary levels, recognis-
ing the importance of basic knowledge of astronomy for the scientific literacy of future
citizens.

2. National curriculum parameters and astronomy education
The general structure of basic education in Brazil is shown in Table 1. Fundamental

school is compulsory for children with ages between 7 and 14 years, and extends over 8
grades. Secondary school (grades 9 to 11) is not mandatory yet. The national curriculum
for the fundamental grades is developed in 8 major areas of knowledge, one of them being
Natural Sciences. The contents of each area are organised according a few thematic axes
that take into account the regional differences. Astronomy is inserted in the Natural
Sciences area within the thematic axis “Earth and Universe”, recommended for grades 5
to 8 (Fig. 1).

The National Curriculum Parameters for Secondary School suggests several structural
themes for the major knowledge fields. One structural theme for the physics curriculum
is called “Universe, Earth and Life”, and its thematic units include topics of Astronomy,
Cosmology and Astrobiology (Fig. 2).
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Table 1. Organisational structure of basic education

Duration Age

Infant education 2 year 4 – 5
Fundamental education 9 year 6 – 14
Secondary education 3 year 15 – 17

Figure 1. The National Curriculum Parameters for Fundamental Education in Brazil.

3. Teachers education and astronomy teaching
Despite the recommendations of the PCNs, most schools in Brazil fail to adopt as-

tronomy in their curriculum, and the main reason for that is the lack of knowledge of
astronomy on the part of teachers, which makes them feel unconfortable with the subject.
A study by Leite & Housome (2007) shows that most science teachers have very little
familiarity with the scientific approach to astronomical concepts, and their conception
of the universe and astronomical objects are at the same level as their students’. This
reflects the failure of teacher education and BA/BSc courses in providing a thorough
science education to future teachers. In fact, only few science teacher education courses
have astronomy as a mandatory or as an optional discipline in their curriculum. One ex-
ception is the Physics Education course at the Physics Institute of Universidade Federal
do Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), that have two mandatory astronomy disciplines. In this
scenario, the continuing education courses assume a highly important rôle in minimising
the conceptual deficiencies of teachers. The professional master degree courses consti-
tute another strategy of the government to improve in-service teachers education. The
Professional Master in Physics Teaching at the Physics Institute of UFRGS, started in
2002, has the objective of improving the professional qualification of in-service Physics
and Science teachers, and has “Teaching of Astronomy” as one of its work fields. From
the 42 fundamental school teachers that concluded their dissertation until 2009, 7 of
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Figure 2. The National Curriculum Parameters for Secondary Education in Brazil.

them worked in the development of educational materials for the use of astronomy as a
motivation tool for the study of physics.
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